A big shock for
banana pests
One convenient application of Movento Energy
combines the power of two insecticides to
control banana weevil borer and rust thrips,
without giving mites a free hit.
Speak to your Bayer representative or local
agent today, or for more information and offers,
visit crop.bayer.com.au

Bayer CropScience Pty Ltd ABN 87 000 226 022. Level 1, 8 Redfern Road Hawthorn East VIC 3123, Australia. crop.bayer.com.au
Technical Enquiries: 1800 804 479 enquires.australia@bayer.com. Movento® is a Registered Trademark of the Bayer Group.
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FROM THE CEO

One season over,
another begins
By Phil Turnbull
CEO, APAL

W

ith the harvest complete, growers are now turning
their attention to extracting the best return for
their fruit. Despite a later season in most regions,
growers are reporting good colour due to the cooler late-season
temperatures, and high quality. With the domestic retail space
appearing well supplied and highly competitive, Australian
consumers are expected to consume the vast majority of
the Australian crop.
Fortunately, a number of our industry’s innovative players have
recognised that a heavy reliance on a single market is a risk
to their business and are investing in exporting opportunities.
This investment is not dissimilar to planting a new orchard –
the return on investment may take some years to be realised,
but the upside is worth it. Tasmania-based Hansen Orchards
are in the early stages of developing opportunities in Japan

ORDER PEARS NOW
FOR 2018
BP1 stocks available
Budding soon

and China, whilst South Australia’s Lenswood Apples recently
announced it had set itself a goal of exporting 30 per cent of
production by 2022.
Export opportunities are there for those who are prepared.
Talk to those around you who are already exporting and consider
if export could help you grow and strengthen your own business.
APAL also has resources available on our website that may be
of use to growers wanting to explore exporting including our
guide for first time exporters, exporter directory if you want to
team up with an existing exporter and export market insights
to explore the opportunities in different markets.
I had the opportunity to visit the Adelaide Hills and Tasmania
over the last month and share with growers our plans for a
freshly-refocused organisation that prioritises activities that
add genuine value to apple and pear growing business and
explain some of the changes necessary as a result. I look
forward to visiting the other growing regions in the coming
months. As we have worked through this process two of
our longstanding team members have chosen to leave APAL.
Garry Langford and Rebekah Jacobs have both made an
enormous contribution to the organisation through their work
in the international Pink Lady® side of our business. They will
be very much missed both by our international partners and
here at APAL. I thank them wholeheartedly on behalf of the
industry for their significant contribution and wish them both
well in their future endeavours.
Plans for the activation of the Emergency Plant Pest Response
(EPPR) levy to fund the apple and pear industry contributions
to the Varroa jacobsoni and the Torres Strait Fruit Fly response
plans are progressing smoothly. Apple and pear growers will
pay 0.05 cents/kg on fresh domestic and export apples and
pears for five years, after which the need for the levy will be
reviewed. The Australian Government Department of Agriculture
and Water Resources is aiming for a start date of 1 October
2017, and has said levy payers will be notified 30 days prior to
the activation of the levy.

Olea Nurseries Pty Ltd
82 Mitchelldean Rd, Yanmah via Manjimup WA 6258
T: 08 9772 1207 F: 08 9772 1333
E: sales@oleanurseries.com.au
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We all know the importance of biosecurity, but it is important
to stick to the established science when reacting to pest
incursions. The recent outbreak of Tomato Potato Psyllid (TPP)
in WA, has led to restrictions on the interstate trade of apples
and pears. We welcome the 'in principle' agreement that
apples and pears free of leafy material are non-TPP carriers
and look forward to the states amending their entry conditions
to allow the reopening of interstate trade as soon as possible.

:afg
www.apal.org.au

APAL NEWS

Volumes down, quality up
By Angus Crawford
Apple and pear volumes could be down as much as 10 per cent on pre-harvest forecasts according
to end of season grower harvest reports, but the good news is that quality is up.
The annual Apple and Pear Crop Estimate
initiated by APAL in 2015 and prepared
by agricultural consultants AgFirst gives
a pre-harvest crop forecast. Funded by
Hort Innovation using the apple and pear
R&D levy and funds from the Australian
Government it is fast becoming
recognised as a valuable guide to early
decision-making throughout the industry.
In February, AgFirst forecast a 0.8 per
cent rise in the national pome fruit crop,
relatively similar to that recorded last year.
Gross volumes for apples were forecast
to be 3.1 per cent up and pears 6.2 per
cent down compared with the 2016
season. Without a complete re-survey,
it is not possible to say precisely by how
much forecasts need to be revised, but
most commentary from growers is
pointing to a smaller rather than a larger
crop for 2017.
It has mostly been an excellent apple
and pear season for quality due to
milder more favourable growing
conditions. The cooler weather
experienced has been excellent for
colour development and in 2017 there

will be some of the best coloured fruit
seen in a long time.
Some issues with sunburn have occurred,
particularly when the fruit in the cooler
weather was not conditioned to the
sudden exposure to hot temperatures.
This has been the case particularly for
the Adelaide Hills region where orchards
have suffered sunburn damage, as well
as hail damage and dimpling bug, above
what is standard.
Due to a cool and wet spring the apple
and pear harvest was mostly two weeks
later than normal. This year many apple
regions at the start of May were still
only at the early stages of Pink Lady®
harvest, which normally commences
early to mid-April. Also, as a result of
the slow drawn out flowering in spring
most varieties experienced more mixed
maturities, a widening size range and,
for multi-pick varieties, growers tended
to choose not to pick a third time due to
the likely loss of quality and packouts.
While the average size is similar to
expectations, growers are reporting the

size range is wider with fruit in either
the too large or too small category for
getting the best Class 1 return. Although
this is mixed where blocks are quite
heavy, the size is down, particularly in
parts of Batlow, Stanthorpe and the
Goulburn Valley.
The major club varieties Kanzi®, Jazz™
and Modi® have all produced volumes
as expected with excellent quality.
The major reasons for reduced volume
include fruit drop and sunburn caused
by sudden heatwaves in districts, and
excessively wet soils due to wet spring
conditions have caused some tree losses.
A longer drawn out flowering over spring
as well as extra dimpling bug problems
meant more hand thinning was required
to set crop loads. Where this hand
thinning has not been done to its
optimum the overall yields and pack
out results have suffered.
Through the Future Orchards® project,
many Australian growers are taking
advantage of OrchardNet® to
confidentially enter their fruit size data
so they can benchmark performance
and track fruit size targets. At regional
and national levels this data can be
collated for fruit size trends.
Granny Smith apples will be smaller and
Fuji will be larger for the 2017 season
compared to 2016. Fuji in the larger size
range will generally have better eating
quality as the textural properties can
be enhanced with larger Fuji so this is
actually a good thing for consumers. :afg

Acknowledgement

This season some fruit was damaged with sunburn and hail – netting can help reduce the
impact of such weather events.

www.apal.org.au

Thanks to the many growers and
consultants who provided their inputs and
insights into this year’s crop performance.
Future Orchards® is funded by Hort Innovation
using the apple and pear R&D levy and
funds from the Australian Government,
and is delivered by APAL and AgFirst.
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APAL NEWS

Pest Alert: Dothiorella sarmentorum
APAL is calling on growers to be vigilant in checking crops for dieback after the fungal pathogen
Dothiorella sarmentorum was detected in apples in Victoria for the first time.
Victorian State Biosecurity officers
detected the occurrence of Dothiorella
sarmentorum, which has been reported
as causing dieback symptoms in young
two-year-old apple trees.

is calling on growers to be vigilant in
checking their crops for dieback and
then submitting any suspect samples
for diagnostic testing,” said APAL
Technical Manager Angus Crawford.

There are three records of Dothiorella
sarmentorum on other crops in
Australia’s Plant Pest Database, however,
this is the first time the pathogen has
been recorded as affecting apple trees
in Australia — although it is known to
have caused damage in the United
States and the Netherlands.

“Dothiorella sarmentorum is not listed
as an Emergency Plant Pest under
schedule 13 of the Emergency Plant
Pest Response Deed (EPPRD) and is
not listed in any industry biosecurity
plans. This detection has meant that the
host range of Dothiorella sarmentorum
has been extended to apple.

“There is not enough information out
there to know how exactly the pest
affects apple trees, so as a result APAL

“In this case, images taken from the
neglected, organic orchard site indicated
the trees were likely to be drought

Strategic Investment
Plan out now

stressed which may have increased
susceptibility to the pathogen.
“Dieback is a condition where a tree
begins to die from the tip of its leaves
or roots backwards as a result of
disease or an unfavourable environment
such as chronic water stress,” explains
Angus. :afg

If you see anything unusual or
suspicious either on your orchard
or anywhere else you must call
the exotic plant pest hotline on
1800 084 881.

EU change to
bifenthrin use
Growers looking to export to the
European Union (EU) this year need
to be aware of a reduced Maximum
Residue Limit (MRL) for bifenthrin,
an insecticide.

The Apple and Pear Strategic Investment Plan (SIP)
has been released by Hort Innovation to help guide its
management of levy investments over the next five years.
The SIP lays the foundation for decision making in levy investments and
represents the balanced interests of the industry. An important function of
the SIP is to ensure levy investment decisions align with industry priorities.
The SIP has been developed in close partnership with growers and other
industry stakeholders. Hort Innovation thanks all those who have contributed
their valuable time and ideas.
Growers can access a handy ‘at a glance’ version, or download the full
document on Hort Innovation’s apple and grower page at
www.horticulture.com.au/grower-focus/apple-and-pear. :afg
Source: horticulture.com.au
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The EU is lowering their bifenthrin MRL for
apples and pears from 0.3 mg/kg to 0.01 mg/kg
which is expected to take effect Wednesday,
23 August 2017.
In Australia, the MRL will remain at 0.05mg/kg.
However, growers intending to export fruit into
EU countries will need to abide by the new and
lower MRL. It is expected that the impact of
this change will be very low on Australian apple
and pear growers.
Bifenthrin is an insecticide/miticide sold as
Talstar®, however, its use in the apple and
pear industry is very low. Bifenthrin is a broadspectrum insecticide and can have a major impact
on Integrated Pest Management programs,
wiping out beneficial species which are unlikely
to recover for some time after application. :afg
www.apal.org.au

APAL NEWS

$10,000 scholarship to
study agribusiness
In a partnership between Hort Innovation, Marcus Oldham College
and APAL, a final $10,000 New Horizons scholarship is available for
one student looking to study a Diploma of Agribusiness in 2018.
Marcus Oldham Deputy Principal Tony
McMeel said the course was practically
based and encouraged those planning a
career in the industry to apply.
“I know it’s a big ask for employees to
leave the business they’re working in
to complete the school year,” he said.
“But once they’re here, in the learning
environment, they see that the course is
invaluable and a great foundation for their
future in the industry.”
The course is based on case study learning
with a focus on the practical application
of business management knowledge.
Students will graduate with skills in farm
business administration and business
planning; an ability to produce and
understand farm financial reports; and
a strong understanding of information
technology and its uses in agriculture.
Former scholarship recipient Thomas Griggs
said the experience has been valuable for
him and he has since gone on to study a
Degree in Farm Business Management.

News snippets
More bee protection work
Hort Innovation has announced
more funding for bee surveillance
at 32 of Australia’s riskiest ports.
This will help with the early
detection and eradication of
exotic industry pests like Varroa
mite that are a risk for bees.

“One thing we’ve learnt at Marcus Oldham
is the importance of diversification,”
Thomas said. “At home we grow cherries,
apples and blueberries and they all have
the same risk factor – frost, rain, hail. If
you had something completely different
on farm, such as cattle, that would be a
good way to manage your risks and get a
more regular cash-flow for your business.

Source: horticulture.com.au

“They basically say to us ‘in business
cash is king’ – which is key I suppose.

Source: agriculture.gov.au

“I’ve learned that to succeed in fruit
growing everything, from pruning to
netting, has to be simple, low-cost and
spot on. It’s also important to have a good
market too, you can spend a lot of money
putting in a new variety but if something
changes and there is no demand for your
product what do you do? You’re constantly
going with the market and need to be
aware of many different factors.”
For more information, and to apply, visit
APAL’s website (www.apal.org.au).
Applications close 31 July 2017. :afg

NRS results out
Results from the National
Residue Survey for 2015-16 for
apples and pears show an overall
compliance rate in the period of
97.9 per cent for apples and 95.7
per cent for pears.

Stronger plant biosecurity
Seven plant Research and
Development Corporations have
formed a new partnership led
by Hort Innovation to protect
and enhance timber, food and
fibre production. The partnership
will increase coordination, reduce
duplication and fill gaps in plant
biosecurity research and
development.
Source horticulture.com.au

Not enough fruit and veg
Commissioned by Hort Innovation,
Australia's largest ever fruit and
vegetable survey has found four
out of five Australian adults
aren’t eating enough fruit and
vegetables in order to meet the
Australian dietary guidelines.
Read the CSIRO report here:
http://bit.ly/2s8j2aM
Source: horticulture.com.au

Thomas Griggs is a former recipient of the New Horizons scholarship and is now completing
a Degree in Farm Business Management.

www.apal.org.au

@applesnpearsau
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EVENTS

Future Orchards:
harvest done, winter
walks coming!
Winter 2017 orchard walks
Future trees, variety mix and
profitability

During harvest in March 2017, the Future
Orchards® walks shifted themes from ‘Future
Labour’ to ‘Future Trees’.
A range of varieties are grown on apple and pear orchards yet
each variety can vary significantly in profitability either due to
the price, production or pack out a grower achieves.

Special guests
Michael Weber,
Horticultural Consultant, Germany

Jonathan Brookes,
Horticultural Consultant, AgFirst

Steve Spark,
Horticultural Consultant, AgFirst

Ross Wilson,
PIPS extension, AgFirst

AgFirst’s Ross Wilson and Craig Hornblow presented on how
the variety mix affects profitability, especially in the context
of the increasing presence of club varieties, along with the
industry and marketing dynamics involved in the variety business.
Our international guest was Dale Goldy, the Director of
New Varieties and IP Management for Stemilt Growers in
Washington State, USA. Dale spoke on their strategies for
orchard redevelopment to achieve rapid canopy development
in young trees, new varieties and reducing the time to market.
Dale explained that when introducing a new variety to the
market the worst thing a grower could do was to present
poor quality fruit from a younger tree. Newer varieties often
have strong branding so if a consumer has a bad experience
they may remember that brand for the wrong reason.

Southern Loop

Northern Loop

19 Jun: Northern Tas
20 Jun: Southern Vic
21 Jun: Adelaide Hills, SA
23 Jun: Manjimup, WA

26 Jun: Shepparton, Vic
27 Jun: Batlow, NSW
28 Jun: Bilpin, NSW
30 Jun: Stanthorpe, Qld

More info: Angus Crawford 0427 111 852
or acrawford@apal.org.au

Managers are increasing their reliance on technology,
data management and precision horticulture is becoming
more common.
As Dale explained, “today we take mechanisation for
granted but I see the next change in horticulture will be in
the management of constant streams of data”. Examples
included the use of soil moisture probes, pre-plant grid soil
mapping, variable-rate fertiliser application, yield mapping,
flower/bud/fruitlet counting, and fruit size.
David Williams also joined as a guest presenter to talk about
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and Mastrus ridibundus,
a parasitoid for the biological control of codling moth that is
being released into orchards.
For more information on David’s work see Advances in
codling moth control in orchards published in Australian
Fruitgrower (Aug/Sep 2016), which is also available on
APAL’s website. :afg

Acknowledgement

www.apal.org.au
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Future Orchards® is funded by Hort Innovation using the apple
and pear R&D levy and funds from the Australian Government.
www.apal.org.au

EVENTS

Bravo season launch
Bravo™ apple was recently launched at an impressive event in
Western Australia – showcasing the apple’s unique features.
Industry heavy weights gathered in May
in Western Australia for the 2017 launch
of Bravo. Top Perth chefs, retailers,
media and social commentators joined
Agriculture and Food Minister Alannah
MacTiernan and horticulture industry
leaders for the launch of the season
at the Perth City Farm.
The launch provided the perfect
opportunity to showcase the burgundy
apple, currently available in independent
retailers and Woolworths stores in
WA. The launch also kicked off the
#BiteYourBravo photography competition
to be run through social media
(@bravoapples on Instagram and
@bravoapplesofficial on Facebook) with
the winner to receive a weekend getaway
in the heart of apple country at Foragers
in Pemberton.

Guests were served a menu created by
renowned chef and local food champion
Sophie Zalokar, with Bravo apples
featured in every course. Sophie drew
attention to Bravo apple’s sweetness
and fresh aroma that she likens to the
earthy smell of rain on dry earth. The
apple also has hints of woody, Christmas
spice and red wine flavours.
Fruit West anticipates that commercial
production of Bravo will increase every
year allowing the introduction of Bravo
into many more retail outlets.
Bravo is only grown in Australia and
because it’s so unique the export demand
has been strong. It was bred by the WA
Department of Agriculture and Food as
part of a program supported by the
state government and industry. :afg

Upcoming events
Future Orchards Pear Masterclass
Merrigum, Vic
6 Jun 2017
Future Orchards® walks
– Winter 2017
Southern Loop
19 Jun: Northern Tas
20 Jun: Southern Vic
21 Jun: Adelaide Hills, SA
23 Jun: Manjimup, WA
Northern Loop
26 Jun: Shepparton, Vic
27 Jun: Batlow, NSW
28 Jun: Bilpin, NSW
30 Jun: Stanthorpe, Qld

APAL Board meeting
Melbourne, Vic
28-29 Jun 2017
Interpoma 2017
Weihai City, Shandong Province,
China
28-30 Jun 2017
Mid-Winter Fest 2017
Huon Valley, Tas
14-16 Jul 2017
PMA A-NZ Produce
Development Program
Sydney, NSW
7-10 Aug 2017
Fresh Produce Safety Centre
Conference
Sydney, NSW
9 Aug 2017
Washington State apple and
pear production tour
USA
14-23 Aug 2017
APAL Board meeting
Melbourne, Vic
23-24 Aug 2017

More event info:
apal.org.au/events
We want to know about your
local events for fruit growers!
Please submit your events to
cm@apal.org.au to get listed
here and on APAL’s website.
www.apal.org.au
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STATE ROUNDUP

New South Wales

As the apple harvest at
Batlow nears conclusion,
growers have reported good
yields of high quality fruit,
in many cases exceeding
in-house estimates for volume.
At the time of writing this
report, despite harvest end
being in sight, the town of
Batlow is still buzzing with
activity as the NSW alpine
village readies itself for the
sixth Annual Cider Industry
Conference and Batlow
CiderFest held on 19 and 20
May. Around 80 delegates,
sponsors and presenters are
expected at the conference
to hear from a range of
speakers on topics related
to cider, farm gate marketing
and tourism.
On Saturday thousands of
people are expected to visit
Batlow to enjoy the festival
atmosphere of the Batlow
CiderFest which, for the
fourth year running has been
identified by Destination NSW
as a flagship event for the
state. The line-up of stalls in
Pioneer Street includes 11
Cider companies, seven of
whom are from NSW, two

from Victoria and one each
from Tassie and the ACT. The
cider will be accompanied by
23 hot food stalls, 10 cold
food stalls, two stages of
entertainment and a host of
other local fresh produce and
locally made merchandise.
The festival is not the only
news that’s had people talking
at Batlow and across our
industry lately. On 4 May,
Batlow Apples announced
that its shareholders had
voted to accept an offer from
the Ausfarm Fresh Group
for a $10M capital injection,
effectively converting the
co-operative into a new
company.
Existing shareholders will
receive shares in the new
company that reflect their
current shareholding in the
co-operative. For its
contribution, the Ausfarm
Fresh Group will be issued
63.3 per cent of the converted
entity’s total share capital.
In a recent media release,
incumbent Batlow Apples
Chair John Robson said, “This
is an historic moment in the
history of Batlow Apples. The

NSW growers at the Future Orchards® walk in a block of Kanzi®
apples at Fiona and Bernard Hall's orchard, Orange.

acceptance of this proposal
will mean that one of
Australia’s most iconic food
brands will have a financially
viable future”. Mr Robson
went on to say, “Growers
will continue to feature in
the ownership structure of
the company and will be
represented on the board as
they have been for the past
96 years”.
The conversion from a
co-operative into a company
will officially occur when the
registration with ASIC takes
place and shares in the
company are issued to
Ausfarm Fresh Group for
its investment.
(Editor’s note: The AusFarm
Fresh Group also invested
last year in the apple industry,
buying longstanding
Queensland-based businesses
B Tomasel & Co. and
Mattiazzis’ Apple Shed.)

Mastrus wasps were released in an Orange apple orchard in April
in an effort to control codling moths.
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In Orange, the 2016/17
season wound up after a long
wait for Pink Lady® apples to
colour up. It’s now a good
time to reflect on the Orange
and Bilpin season. It started
with one of the wettest and
most overcast late winter/early
springs on record. This
reduced photoperiod slowed
crop development. From late

spring the rain for the
Orange/Bilpin districts all but
stopped and temperatures
slowly increased through
January to early February
when producers experienced
a run of very warm day and
night temperatures. Bilpin
experienced temperatures
of up to 43 degrees and
more rain than Lismore in
March. However good
agronomic and management
practices have been able to
negate any potential adverse
effects. As a producer from
Bilpin said, “it has been a
good season for both, pickyour-own and market fruit”.
Presentations by David
Williams at the last Future
Orchards® walk in Orange
sparked interest in the
Mastrus Wasp. Following
discussions with David a
release of up to 20,000
Mastrus over two orchards
took place in Orange on
20 April. Producers will be
watching with keen interest
the progression of the wasp
over the next few years.
Kevin Dodds and Adam
Coleman
NSW Department of Primary
Industries
u

www.apal.org.au

u

Western Australia Victoria
The 2017 Western Australian
harvest season was smooth
sailing with the weather
being very kind for picking.
Cold mornings have ensured
good colour development
with most varieties having
a two-week delay, with Pink
Lady® picking only started in
Manjimup on 10 May. Fruit
size has been just on or just
below the WA and Australian
averages. By all reports the
volumes are sound and prices
are holding up very well.
After a month of concern
about exporting WA apples
and pears to the east coast
there has been some
welcome news for the
WA pome industry. After
negotiations between
industry, the Department
of Agriculture and Food
(DAFWA) and the other
states it is now pleasing
to report there has been
major progress.
This result has come about
after DAFWA hosted a
workshop in Adelaide
from 8 to 9 May to discuss
protocols to facilitate
interstate trade and market
access and Tomato Potato
Psyllid (TPP) movement
restrictions. The outcome
has been that fruit from WA
has been placed in a new
category and recognised as

a non-TPP carrier which aligns
with the current NZ imports
protocol. Welcome news!
In other news, Pomewest
has funded a social media
campaign – a new initiative
of the Pomewest Committee
this season – check it out on
Facebook at @ApplesWA and
on Instagram at
waapplesandpears.
We’re also happy to announce
that Susie Murphy White is
planning a study tour to New
Zealand for our members
for the opportunity to visit
orchards there and encourage
the transfer of orchard
technology. This tour is
planned to take place this year.
Our work to develop
Minimum Maturity Standards
has led all WA growers to
support maturity standards
for Royal Gala, Pink Lady® and
Granny Smith. A consultant
has been engaged to test
growers are adhering to the
proposed maturity standards
that were agreed to earlier this
year. It is important to make
sure that these standards are
achievable as it is the industry’s
intention to legislate these
standards for the 2018 season.
This will improve the eating
qualities for WA consumers.
Nardia Stacy
Pomewest

The 2017 apple harvest has
been late and slow to mature
due to climatic conditions.
Late rain has been beneficial
but has slowed down the
picking. Growers are reporting
that the apple harvest is
between ten and fourteen
days later than usual. Red
apples have coloured well
following a wet and cooler
end to the picking season.
On average, with few
exceptions, crops have been
as predicted with most areas
reporting some early frosts.
Victorian growers report that
the number of backpackers,
whilst down on previous
years, has been sufficient
for harvest needs this year.
The winter 2017 series of
Future Orchards® walks are
scheduled for June and will
continue with the underlying
theme ‘Future Trees’. The
Gippsland Orchard Walk will

STATE ROUNDUP

be held on 20 June and the
Goulburn Valley Orchard walk
on 28 June.
Interested horticulture
participants met at the
Horticulture Centre of
Excellence on 26 April
to contribute to a skilled
workforce horticulture
workshop. The focus was
on training and upskilling
of potential managers.
Participants from industry,
both employers and
employees took part along
with Melbourne University,
Agriculture Victoria, Fruit
Growers Victoria, Hort
Innovation, APAL, the
Queensland Agriculture
Workforce Network and local
education providers. From this
meeting a group of interested
parties has formed to progress
this issue further
Julie Godwill
Fruit Growers Victoria Ltd

Queensland
Are you missing reading about what’s
happening in Queensland? We are.
We haven’t had a regular contributor from
Queensland in a while and so we’re putting
the call out far and wide for volunteers. If
you are based in Queensland and would be
willing to report on what is happening in the
region every two months we’d love to hear
from you.
Please call Sophie on 03 9670 6599 or email
editor@apal.org.au if you can help out.

WA-grown apples and pears free of leafy material have been
recognised as a non-carrier of the Tomato Potato Psyllid (TPP).

www.apal.org.au
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Apple and pear marketing
update
Responsible for managing the industry's levy-funded marketing initiatives, Hort Innovation has
provided an update on the latest activity that's helping Aussie consumers connect with (and eat)
Australian apples and pears.

Get Your Crunch On with Aussie Apples
For Aussie Apples, a robust national
marketing campaign is underway using a
mix of channels to promote the industry’s
new Get Your Crunch On creative and
messaging. The campaign is all about
encouraging mindful snacking, positioning
apples as the go-to healthy snack, building
varietal relevance, and generally growing
the apple category.

Aussie Apples performed very well on
TV through April. In metro markets the
ads reached between 37 and 46 per cent
of the entire target audience in each area,
with regional markets performing just
as strongly. The key to this success
was avoiding the slow TV period over
the Easter weeks, commencing 23 and
30 April, and advertising through cinema
during this time instead.

Aussie Apples ads on TV
Newly created television ads launched
in the week of 26 March 2017, with
30-second spots placed in two very
popular shows, Channel 7’s My Kitchen
Rules and Channel 9’s Married At First
Sight, in every metro market. To further
build on this, in the first part of April
advertising slots were also purchased
in other strongly rated shows including
Jamie’s Super Foods and two programs
very popular with the Aussie Apples
target audience (grocery buyers aged
25 to 54): House Husbands and This
is Us.

School holidays targeted at
the movies
As school kids and their parents flocked
to the cinemas over the Easter school
holidays, Aussie Apples were front and
centre – with ads screening ahead of the
highest-grossing title of 2017, Beauty
and the Beast, as well as in the previews
of other high-grossing titles. This activity
took place in over 50 cinemas.
The on-screen activity was also supported
by advertising on 100 digital panels
placed strategically in cinema lobbies,
driving further exposure to the campaign.

A still from the Aussie Apples ad that has aired across major stations and shows Australia-wide.
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Digital display boards featured ‘Get your Crunch
on’ Aussie Apples advertising to complement
in-cinema advertising in April and May.

Netball partnership continues
to deliver
Courtside Aussie Apples Get Your Crunch
On banners (both digital and static) and
television advertising are all part of the
exciting partnership arrangements with
Netball Australia. Games five and six of
this season also saw promotional activities
at the games, with brand ambassadors
handing out apples to the audience and
engaging fans with the Get Your Crunch
On messaging.
In other netball news, Netball Australia
ambassadors have now been secured
to help drive the Aussie Apples campaign.
Players Paige Hadley and Caitlin Thwaites
will feature in a feel-good piece of video
content and a follow-up media campaign,
while Kerry Leech, the Netball Australia
dietitian, will work with Aussie Apples
dietitian Dr Joanna McMillan to develop
a Healthy Eating Program. :afg
www.apal.org.au
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Promotions for Australian
Pears have featured across
numerous outlets including
the Fitness First magazine
where the health benefits
of pears were shared next
to a pear smoothie recipe.

‘Pearfect’ approach for Australian Pears
The industry’s Australian Pears campaign
continues to gain momentum, with a
range of channels bringing health
messaging and inspiration to Aussie
consumers. Hort Innovation’s efforts
for the industry include out-of-home
advertising, editorial advertising in the
Fitness First magazine, digital
advertising via mobile phones, plus
Myfoodbook activity.

Targeted marketing in gyms
Australian Pears is now advertising
across 263 gyms and 659 digital screens
nationwide. Mirror and door decals have
also been placed in 20 of the busiest
gyms in Australia, featuring the Healthy
Choice Smoothie advertising (which
positions pear-based smoothies as ‘The
pearfect end to the perfect workout’).
The gym locations were picked based
on their proximity to food grocers and
major retailers, and are reaching in excess
of 600,000 people of the campaign’s
core audience per week. It’s exciting
to see new activity for Australian Pears
ramping up in this way.

Further ‘fitsperation’ in print
A double-page spread in the May edition
of the Fitness First magazine – which
reaches 116,000 people – has further
showcased Australian Pears to health
enthusiasts. This involved a full-page
ad placed alongside an editorial piece
explaining how Australian Pears assist
in maintaining good stomach health.

Targeted mobile content
The campaign’s out-of-home activity is
being complemented by digital activity
that makes use of existing Australian
Pears Myfoodbook content, and targets
people who are on their mobile phones
while at the gym. This involves using
www.apal.org.au

a phone’s location to deliver relevant
messaging via high-impact mobile ads –
with over 800,000 of the core audience
viewing pears messaging across key
lifestyle, technology and news sites.

Myfoodbook activity
Australian Pears continues the partnership
with Myfoodbook that yielded successful
results in 2016. The Myfoodbook recipe
and cookbook community
(www.myfoodbook.com.au) has some
200,000 subscribers, with the website
viewed by 2.8 million people each month
– giving pears huge exposure.
Australian Pears recipes have recently
been updated and now cover consumer
favourites across baking, snacks and
salads. These recipes are hosted on
Myfoodbook and also at
www.rediscoverthepear.com.au.
In April a Grilled Pear, Rocket and
Prosciutto Salad recipe achieved a
particularly strong result, being shared
more than 100 times and viewed more
than 2,300 times.

Want more?
Look out for further marketing updates in
Australian Fruitgrower and other industry
channels, including Hort Innovation’s
quarterly levy update, Hortlink (accessible
from www.horticulture.com.au/
grower-focus/apple-and-pear). :afg

Acknowledgement
These industry marketing initiatives are
managed by Hort Innovation and are funded
by the apple and pear marketing levy. This
content has been prepared by the Hort
Innovation apple and pear team, with
growers welcome to contact Relationship
Manager Mark Spees (mark.spees@
horticulture.com.au, 0439 574 173) with
any questions relating to the program or
levy-funded R&D.
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Education

served to your taste
By Richelle Zealley
APAL’s Richelle Zealley speaks to a range of people about their different journeys to educate and
upskill themselves and why they believe education important.

Lessons from afar
Recently, Dale Goldy, Director of New Varieties and IP
Management for Stemilt Growers in the United States, was
the featured international guest during the Southern Loop of the
autumn Future Orchards® walks. During his visit he mentioned
that he finds the best way to learn new ideas is to participate
in international trips where he can experience first-hand what
growers around the world are doing in their orchards.
“As the guest speaker, maybe I’m meant to be here to help
growers learn but they challenge me and my way of thinking,”
Dale shares. “From all the interactions I have, I’m always
learning and changing personally and professionally — it really
helps my development.
“You can’t participate in a trip like Future Orchards and not go
home with something new yourself.”
Future Orchard walks are funded by Hort Innovation as part
of the Future Orchards program, using grower levies and
government contributions.
Dale was exposed to horticulture from a young age but decided
to study finance and accounting at University.

“I don’t use my educational background much in my current
role but it really helps when I’m trying to get horticultural data
on a spreadsheet,” says Dale.
At Stemilt – one of the biggest apple growers in the USA –
the team recognises the importance of evolving as a business.
“We’ve put some effort into becoming really good at doing
the basic things well. We are constantly asking ourselves
‘what should we do, where’s the next step’ – we know we’re
not going to stay doing the exact same thing forever, but how
do we get to the point where we do that next thing as well as
we’re doing what we’re doing today,” he explains.
“Any industry you work in is always going to be adapting and
changing. In this business, we’ve got new varieties, rootstocks,
training systems, techniques for fertilising, monitoring moisture
levels in the soil, managing soil nutrition and it’s not any one
of those aspects we have to focus on. Our focus is on how
we bring all those elements together in a system-type approach
which is going to be an ongoing, everchanging process.”
Dale believes it’s important to remain relevant in the industry
and says knowing how to manage how they plan to change is
key to this.
“It’s also important to accept change as being a fundamental
part of the business. What worked last week or ten years ago
has to be changed and improved, the people that can do that
well have a chance to stay relevant to the industry and make
money,” says Dale.
“We’re not influenced directly just by apple varieties, we’re
influenced by all kinds of fruits that are also available 365 days
a year so they are our direct competitors. Other competition
includes snack foods such as Snickers manufactured by Mars
who are extremely good at delivering a very consistent product
around the world.”
This is where the importance of managed varieties comes
into play.
“If apples want to be the health food alternative to candy we
have to figure out where the best tasting varieties are at and
how to grow them well while adapting to environmental,
technological and market changes,” Dale says.

Dale Goldy
14
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Technology has developed in leaps and bounds since Dale
first started in the orcharding business and he says it’s
important we continue to create enticing jobs and opportunities
for young people interested in joining the industry.
u
www.apal.org.au
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“Many of the jobs people will be doing in the orchard in the
next five to 10 years aren’t even created yet,” he says. “It’s
up to the older generation to understand and accept this, then
accommodate and even encourage innovations and ideas to
ensure our industry continues to grow into the future.”

There is no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ path
Adrian Clay, 26, is bright, young and enthusiastic, and he
always knew he wanted to grow apples. He has participated
in various Vocational Education and Training programs to
develop his horticulture knowledge and is currently completing
a Masterclass for Horticultural Business.
The Masterclass is part of Hort Innovation's new strategic
partnership initiative. Strategic partnership projects involve
Australian Government funds and contributions sourced from
a range of co-investors.
Adrian’s grandparents grew apples in the Mornington Peninsula,
Victoria, and even though his parents didn’t continue the apple
growing tradition (they were emu farmers), he maintained a
close connection with the apple orchardists next door and
started working for Mark Paganoni at Atlanta Orchards.
There he completed Certificates Three and Four in Production
Horticulture. He then went to work at Battunga Orchards,
then Jeftomson and he is now the Orchard Foreman at
Montague, Narre Warren.
When asked why he feels younger people aren’t interested
in pursuing a career in the apple and pear industry Adrian says
there’s a lack of knowledge about what orchardists actually do.
“The job’s not just about picking fruit, I don’t think we’re
very good at explaining how the industry and fruit production
actually works,” says Adrian. “There are a lot of aspects to
consider such as budgeting, financial management, fertiliser
and water application, developing tree crop knowledge,
monitoring the weather, pest management and how to
grow something well.

Jack Bartels
“I love the fact that I can work outdoors, do something new
each day and not just sit at the computer. I feel I’m always
being challenged and forced to think on the go which keeps me
busy and active. That’s also the reason I’m always looking for
opportunities to grow and develop personally and professionally.”

Business and technology – the way of
the future
Another promising, young person is Jack Bartels who is
pursuing his passion to work in the apple and pear industry
and further his education. Jack, 22, was the successful recipient
of a $10,000 New Horizons Scholarship for a student to
undertake a one-year Diploma of Agribusiness at Marcus
Oldham College, Geelong, Victoria.
The scholarship has been funded by Hort Innovation using
the apple and pear R&D levy and funds from the Australian
Government.
Jack is from the Huon Valley, Tasmania, and has been involved
in the apple and cherry industries since he was 12, helping
out in the Top Qual packing shed.
Jack studied a Bachelor of Arts Degree with intentions to
complete a Masters of Teaching at the University of
Tasmania. But two years in he decided it wasn’t for him and
sought full-time work at Hansen’s Orchard.
“It took me a little while to realise I wanted to work in
horticulture,” Jack admits. “Howard [Hansen] is the one who
really encouraged me to apply for the scholarship and course
at Marcus Oldham and from there I spoke with Thomas
Griggs who also received the scholarship and completed his
first year in 2015.

Adrian Clay
www.apal.org.au

“I’d strongly recommend anyone even slightly thinking
about studying agribusiness or anything horticulture related
to participate in the Marcus Minds weekend. It’s a great
opportunity to see what the college is all about — there
are many differences between studying here and at a
mainstream university.”
AUSTRALIAN FRUITGROWER June/July 2017
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The mid-sized producer is
viewed as most at risk, as they
are large enough to have the
scale to capture margin and
compete against the larger
suppliers, yet too large to
capture a niche market.

Fiona Hall
Students doing the Diploma of Agribusiness participate in various local and
international study tours and there’s a community of over 130 students living
on campus, which Jack says creates a really positive environment.
“There are so many opportunities to talk about business and your goals. And even
though we’re not all from the same backgrounds, everyone has a really interesting
story to share and it’s a great way to learn from others’ experiences too,” he says.
Jack originally intended to complete the one year Diploma of Agribusiness but now,
just three months into the course, has his sights set on extending his study to three
years to do a Degree in Agribusiness.

The experience of a lifetime
When Fiona Hall, an apple and cherry orchardist from Orange, NSW, embarked on
her Nuffield Scholarship journey two years ago she set out to learn how Australian
growers could improve their profit margin. Fiona has now completed her final report
on what the family farm in Australia needs to do to thrive, not just survive, in the
horticulture industry.
Her scholarship was supported by Hort Innovation, with industry levy and
government contributions.
Fiona’s report was presented as three different case studies — from a big family
farming operation in Washington State, USA; to corporate entities in New Zealand;
to the small, family owned farms in South Tyrol, Italy, where co-operatives are
becoming the norm.
“The Washington apple industry has worked hard to expand exports, having created
opportunities to export to almost every country in the world,” says Fiona.
The growing, production and marketing system in Washington is quite different to
that of Australia with growers using services offered by ‘warehouses’ which store,
pack, sell and provide advice for growers.
“It seems in recent times, access to global markets has been the major contributor
to the growth and success of the Washington industry. Whereas, consolidation,
collaboration and innovation have seen the New Zealand industry ranked as the
world’s top apple producer in 2015,” adds Fiona.
The number of growers in New Zealand rapidly declined from 2,000 to 400 prior to
this and corporate investment has helped boost the industry.
u
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“Many growers have either made a decision to become
vertically integrated or focus on doing what they do well,
becoming professional growers. These growers then develop
strong relationships with local pack houses who market and
sell their fruit,” Fiona explains.
“When it comes to South Tyrol, circumstances are a little
different. They have embraced modern storage and marketing
mechanisms and are always looking for new ideas to be more
efficient and effective. They also have a strong co-operative
and collaborative structure which enables the industry to
effectively market its products.”
The average apple farm in South Tyrol is 2.5ha and land
ownership rarely changes with many farming properties
(valued at one million Euros per hectare) owned by the
same family for generations.
Fiona identified a pattern of consolidation in each of the
countries she analysed where the industry is static for many
years then a wave of consolidation occurs.
“These waves are due to factors like changing market
conditions, international competition, increased consumer
concentration, introduction of new technology and increased
capital costs,” she explains. “There is a great opportunity for
the Australian apple industry to progress to the next stage of
consolidation. This could be in the form of horizontal mergers
to spread capital costs or vertical integration.”
She says there will always be smaller, independent growers
who serve a market niche such as heritage or organic orchardists
offering varieties that are not practical or profitable for larger
farms to produce. But, at the other end of the spectrum there
will be large, vertically integrated suppliers of year-round products.
“The mid-sized producer is viewed as most at risk, as they
are large enough to have the scale to capture margin and
compete against the larger suppliers, yet too large to capture
a niche market. Also at risk is the small producer who does
not serve a niche with a superior product,” Fiona shares.
The increased availability of club, or managed, varieties offers
the opportunity to consolidate and collaborate.
“Australian growers have the opportunity to become more
competitive and, if we’re going to survive, need to be more cost
driven,” says Fiona. “To do that we need to be more productive
and efficient. New Zealand’s growers have done that very well
and Australian growers need to do that to survive.”

Richelle Zealley
Since then, I’ve found that my career growth and development
has been influenced by the people around me and the support
and challenges they offered, which has inspired and encouraged
me. I am currently at an interesting point in my career, I’m a
female in my early 30s who has chosen to have a family (at the
time of writing I’m heavily pregnant with my second child).
But that hasn’t stopped me from achieving specific personal
and professional goals.
With the support of APAL, I commenced a Women & Leadership
Australia Accelerated Leadership Performance Program earlier
this year and it has helped me learn more about being a leader
and the type of person I would like to become as I continue
my professional career.
I also believe that whatever stage you're at in your life, it’s
important to continue learning and developing, you never know
what life experiences are around the corner and as I found out,
you can be working in hospitality one minute then your journey
will steer you in a completely different direction.
Along my professional journey, it’s been important for
me to discover where my strengths lie, know where I can
personally improve and know when I need to call in assistance.
A big part of this has come from learning experiences and
developing greater confidence in my ability as a
communications professional. :afg

Learning to lead

Scholarship opportunity

This brings me to my journey. This is the fifth year I’ve worked
for APAL as part of the communications team. Prior to working
for APAL I had worked in the hospitality industry and was not
aware of the organisation or overly knowledgeable about the
horticulture industry.

Apply for a $10,000 New Horizons Scholarship to do
a Diploma of Agribusiness at Marcus Oldham College
in 2018. Applications close Monday, 31 July 2017

When I started at APAL I was studying a Master of
Communications and working in hospitality as well as casual
communications roles.
www.apal.org.au

More information: www.apal.org.au or 03 9329 3511.
Richelle Zealley, Communications and Events Officer, APAL
t: 03 9329 3511 | e: cm@apal.org.au
AUSTRALIAN FRUITGROWER June/July 2017
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Innovation
the family way at

Montague
By Alison Barber
When Bill Montague planted Jonathan, Statesmen and Stewart Seedling apples in 1950 little
could he have foreseen that almost 70 years later his one-man-band would have become a
thriving operation marketing in excess of 58,000 tonnes of fruit a year and a byword for industry
innovation and excellence.
Like those first apple trees planted in 1950, the Montague
has put down roots, matured and spread its reach wide to
include packing, procurement, logistics, wholesale markets,
marketing and exports to Asia, Europe and the Middle East
as well as 140,000 pallets of chiller and freezer spaces for
many Australian businesses.
Success breeds success and the growth of Montague has
brought with it new market opportunities, brands, varieties
and a renewed optimism for the future for their grower
suppliers who, like the staff and suppliers, are all regarded
as ‘part of the family’.
Montague now has over 280 hectares of apple orchards in
Batlow (NSW), Harcourt (Vic), Narre Warren (Vic) and Legana
(Tas); a stone fruit orchard called Bilmont, near Swan Hill;

and five cold storage sites in Victoria. As well as its own
fruit, Montague sources fruit from a national network of
over 300 apple, pear and stone fruit growers to deliver to
major and independent retailers nationally and greengrocers
through the central market systems.
Throughout its history Montague has always been a big
innovator. The business was instrumental – with fellow
orchardist Jack Petty – in the introduction of controlled
atmosphere (CA) storage in 1967. Montague also introduced
apple labelling stickers in 1988 and the supply relationship
struck up by Bill with Safeways (now owned by
Woolworths) in 1966 still stands.
Montague is now at the forefront of the shift towards
managed varieties. Last year they celebrated 10 years of

From left to right: Gavin Wylie, Tim Montague, Crystal Montauge, Bill Montague, Ray Montague, Scott Montague, Rowan Little.
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All this, and still a family-run affair.

“It is true that if you want to do your own thing, managed
varieties probably won’t work, but the merits of the new
models are if you are a grower you can concentrate on
growing and leave packing, marketing and logistics to
someone else. In the end it provides the small grower with
the opportunity to focus on one activity thereby achieving a
better work life balance.

Arguably beyond the wildest dreams of Bill, who is on
record as saying that when he started out with the purchase
of a small carting operation and two market stalls, he never
thought he’d own a car.

“Our most successful growers are those that say, ‘I just
want to be a grower’. It allows them to concentrate on
what they do best, they save on packing and they have a
better work life balance.

Bill eventually got his car and a few others besides. The
cars have not survived, but according to General Manager
IP and Business Development Rowan Little, the attitude to
hard work, willingness to embrace change and meet it with
innovation and the philosophy of treating customers and
suppliers as part of the Montague family is still very much
a part of the Montague approach now delivered under the
leadership of his youngest son Ray and Bill’s grandchildren
Hamish, Scott, Tim, Crystal and Andrew.

“I think these new systems have encouraged the next
generation of farming families to stay in the business.
There was a period where many growers through regional
Australia were contemplating the sale of the family farm
as their children were seeking alternative career paths but
now we have a strong presence of young enthusiastic next
generation growers in our grower network.”

the very successful Jazz™ and this year they
released the new early-season variety Smitten™ in February
and they will soon release Eve™, Envy™ and Ambrosia®.

Montague estimates that the four new apples will produce
a combined total of 12,600 tonnes by 2020.

Managing the future
The move towards managed varieties is just such a
response to change and making the most of it.
“Getting into managed varieties wasn’t really a conscious
decision,” Rowan said. “It was more about being innovative
and always adopting new varieties. We are very keen on
innovation. The question is not what things look like now,
it is what they will look like in 20 years.

Rowan added that licensed varieties gave Montague and its
growers greater control over quality, volume of fruit on the
market, clear brand identity and strong promotional activities
combined with the support and collaboration of both local
and international partners.
Despite this, what managed varieties do not guarantee,
Rowan said, is a price premium.

u

“Additionally we saw that statistically apple consumption
was falling (Australian apple consumption averages just
under 8kg/yr/person, down about 13 per cent 10 years ago).
If we don’t innovate we become less relevant.
“We had to find a way to reignite consumer interest in the
category.”
Rowan said looking around the world, it had been clear that
most breeding programs were looking for commercialisation
models that generated ongoing cash flow and not just a
once off tree royalty.
“The resulting model saw promising new varieties
trademarked by breeders and their growth was through
licensing for a fee as a way of funding the high cost of
breeding and development,” said Rowan. “This
commercialisation model has delivered such high-profile
brands as Jazz™, Kanzi™, Rocket™, Kalei, Modi™ and
Bravo™ and, internationally, Pink Lady®.
“Cynics might say these systems are an effort to control
growers and reduce flexibility.
“When it comes to market control it is 100 per cent different.
Our biggest seller Pink Lady has no (domestic) market
control, nor does Gala, Red Delicious or Granny Smith –
price is purely determined by luck, not management.

www.apal.org.au

ROOTSTOCKS
Orders taken for 2017 & 2018
Apple

Pear

Cherry

• M27
• Bud 9
• M9
• M26
• MM102
• MM106
• MM111
• M793

• Quince C
• Quince A
• D6

• Stallion
• F12/1

Stone fruit
• St Julian A

Contact Peter
T: (03) 6266 4094 | M: 0408 125 734
E: pemorrison@bigpond.com
AUSTRALIAN FRUITGROWER June/July 2017
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“There is a lot of misinformation about price premiums,” he
said. “There is no guarantee of a price premium. What we are
interested in is in generating a profit. If you grow 50t/ha and
need $100/box, what do you need if growing 70t/ha?

“We wouldn’t talk about it until we had tested it and were
ready to commercialise,” Rowan said. “Growers tend to look
at the yield, but at the end of the day it is about how it eats,
if it tastes horrible, no one is going to buy it.

“We don’t need to generate massive margins, we just need
to make sure we get a price that justifies reinvesting.

“We want to give consumers a series of good eating options.”

“We say to growers, you need to look at revenue versus costs.
A new variety might have more costs, but you need to also
compare what you get back per hectare.”
Montague has 38 growers nationally growing Jazz, Smitten,
Eve and Envy.
Growing a managed variety when quality is critical to marketing
and brand maintenance does have its risks.
“Every year someone has a disaster and we have to tell them
their fruit is not up to it,” he said. “It really is about the brand.”

Comparing apples with apples
When it is all about the brand, choosing the right one is key.
“We are very conservative,” Rowan said. “We look at a lot
of breeding programs and we have ideas of where the gaps in
the market are in terms of timing, flavour and characteristics.”
Newly released Smitten was chosen for its eating qualities
and the fact that it was an early season variety coming in around
the same time as Gala.
Selected varieties are grown on Montague test blocks and
only if they perform ‘super well’ would they be taken further.

www.factree.com.au
Phone: (03) 9999 1999
sales@factree.com.au

Despite the testing, not all varieties work out as well as Jazz.
“We pulled Cameo™ out in 2005,” Rowan said. “The biggest
issue was the variable quality and post-harvest issues.”
Bill’s big break came when he won a tender to supply fruit
and vegetables to Melbourne’s hospitals. Service was key and
his philosophy was to treat customers, suppliers and industry
peers as part of the family circle.
Rowan said the collaborative approach between breeders, brand
managers and growers was one of the model’s strengths.
Montague has responsibilities to the brand owner, providing a
business plan that is updated annually, and supporting growers.
“With managed varieties, everyone has a good opportunity to
see the properties of others and learn from others,” he said.
“We have study tours, pre-season field days, sales plans,
end of season recaps on which promotions worked and which
didn’t. Our growers are part of the discussion, they are part of
the family.”
It’s a sentiment Bill, you suspect, will recognise.

Acknowledgements
Thank you to the Montague family and staff for helping with this
story and to Carla Gottgens for photography. :afg
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New catalogue available now!
ĂůůŽƵƌŽĸĐĞƚŽĚŝƐĐŽǀĞƌŶĞǁĐƵůƟǀĂƌƐĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ͚'ĂůĂǀĂů͛A͕͚ǌƚĞĐ͕͛
͚>:ϭϬϬϬ͛A;ŬŶŽǁŶĂƐZŽǇĂůZĞĚ,ŽŶĞǇĐƌŝƐƉTMŝŶƚŚĞh^ͿĂŶĚŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐŝŶŐŶĞǁ
ƌŽŽƚƐƚŽĐŬƐĨƌŽŵŽƌŶĞůůhŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ͚'͘ϭϭ͕͚͛'͘ϰϭΖAĂŶĚ͚'͘ϮϬϮΖA.
dƌĞĞƐƐƟůůĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞĨŽƌƉůĂŶƟŶŐϮϬϭϳ
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Jazz
still tastes great

Refreshed

at 10
Montague’s Michael Russo accepting the
2016 APAL Innovative Marketing Award.

Jazz™ had plenty of natural advantages when it was launched
onto the apple scene in Australia in 2007 and 10 years
later is a golden pin up for the managed varieties concept.

“In the first year we had 10,000 trees in Batlow. This year
there are 580,000 trees in the ground. The product has
grown very strongly.

Crisp to bite, tangy, sweet and juicy, and consistently so
thanks to strict quality controls on the 29 growers in Manjimup
(WA), Stanthorpe (Qld), Gippsland (Vic), Yarra Valley (Vic),
Adelaide Hills (SA), and the Tamar and Huon Valleys (Tas)
who had to be licensed to grow it. It was such a hit with
consumers that growers had trouble meeting demand at
a premium price of $5.99. Crisp of skin and firm of flesh,
it also stores well.

“It hasn’t been particularly easy. There were nowhere near
the yields of Pink Lady® and we had post handling issues with
pit and soft scale, but we have worked closely with growers.”

The trademarked name for the Braeburn/Gala cross Scifresh
variety bred by T&G Global’s apple marketer ENZA, orchardists,
and the New Zealand Plant and Food Research institute
(PFR), Jazz is marketed exclusively in Australia by Montague.
Initial sales of 1,000 cartons in 2007 have grown to an
estimated 420,000 in 2017 and a brand refresh by New
Zealand-based brand owner T&G Global coinciding with
the tenth birthday of Jazz in Australia aims to ensure
demand continues to grow.
Montague General Manager IP & Business Development
Rowan Little said the success of Jazz could be put down
to a number of factors, the quality of the apple itself,
a consumer-focussed marketing campaign and the
co-operation between brand owners, managers and
the growers themselves.
“The biggest aspect was the way it ate,” he said. “It’s a
fantastic eating apple and a lot of consumers said ‘this is
an apple I want to eat’. Eating is the most important thing.

Marketing and brand are a big part of the managed variety
approach and growers invest $3/carton towards marketing
and promotion.
The success of the Australian campaign, under the tagline
‘Taste the Crunch’, won Montague last year’s 2016 APAL
Innovative Marketing Award.
“We were proud and grateful to win the award,” Rowan
said. “But it is not just about Montague, it is about the 29
growers in the program.”
Jazz is now sold in Europe, the United States and Asia
and Rowan said the apple needed a common global brand.
T&G Global had launched the brand refresh at Fruit Logistica
in Berlin in March and it would be rolled out progressively
in Australia as the season progressed, with any existing
packaging used up first.
Marketing is around the phrase ‘always refreshing’ and
focuses on the apples’ crunch and taste.
Instead of the blue apple sticker with the flowing white
‘Jazz’ written above a red half apple, the new label features
just ‘Jazz’ in white capitals, arranged offset over the word
apple, in red. :afg

Alison Barber, Communications and Industry Engagement Officer, APAL | t: (03) 9329 3511
www.apal.org.au

I e: abarber@apal.org.au
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What varieties should I plant?
By Steve Spark
No matter where you grow pome fruit in the world, every grower at one time or another will ask
themselves, ‘What variety should I plant?’. Although a simple question, it can prove one of the most
difficult to answer.
Some growers are perceived to be more adept at picking
variety ‘winners’ than others. My experience is even these
growers make mistakes and plant the wrong variety every so
often. What they are good at though, is recognising they have
made the wrong choice and adapt quickly to get out of that
variety and into the next best variety as soon as possible.
Then there are the growers who don’t plant new improved
varieties in case they make a mistake. Or they do finally get
around to planting a new variety once it is well proven. The
disadvantage of this approach is the price premiums are often
eroded just as their new planting starts reaching maturity, so
they miss out on maximising the varieties’ best years.
If you choose not to make an investment in new improved
varieties, the odds are against you surviving long term in a
very competitive industry, unless you have an existing unique
variety mix that has a loyal customer base.
In today’s modern society, most consumables and fashion
trends change very quickly. Look at how fast mobile phones
change to newer models annually. The same can be said for
cars, computers and all sorts of gadgets. Pome fruit consumers
are no different. There will always be a sector of consumers
that are after the latest and newest apple or pear and often
these early adopters are prepared to pay a premium. This is
exactly the type of customer that growers are looking for.
Currently Australian production is dominated by three main
varieties, Pink Lady®, Granny Smith and Gala strains which
together make up 70 per cent of Australia’s current production

and 73 per cent of the total planted area. According to the
recently published crop estimate report, plantings of other
newer varieties have trebled in the last three years to make
up 7 per cent of the total planted area.
There are many parts to choosing a winning variety. But before
this decision is made there are several other factors that must
be decided upon first.

Remove a poor performing block or
plant anew
Block performance and profitability are key factors in determining
whether a block should be removed and replanted with a newer
better variety. AgFirst’s OrchardNet® is a great tool for assisting
with block and variety profitability comparisons and is available
to all Australian growers through Future Orchards®, which is
funded by Hort Innovation, with industry levy and government
contributions. Growers are encouraged to enter their own
orchard data and assess how their blocks are performing.
Usually we talk about the three main factors that influence
block profitability, known as the 3 Ps which are Production,
Price and Packout. However, there is a fourth factor and that
is the cost of production. Usually all four attributes are sought
after in a new variety – good production and packout, high
market price, and low production costs. However, all are
rarely obtainable in one variety in every location. Sometimes
you will need to settle for two of the four. Honeycrisp is a
difficult variety to grow and store, however very high prices
can often reduce the importance of the other Ps making
this variety an attractive planting option for many growers,
particularly in the United States.
Once a block has been assessed as not being profitable
and you have tried all that you can to improve its performance,
the next step may well be to remove it and replant with a
better performing and more profitable variety. It is not
uncommon for unprofitable blocks to be left in because
considerations other than profitability are made. I’ve seen
early blocks left in so that labour can be retained and kept
working while the more profitable later varieties reach maturity.
Sometimes this approach isn’t the best, as unprofitable
varieties can drain valuable resources and time that would
be better invested elsewhere. Only careful analysis can
determine this.

Kalei is an exciting Australian-bred apple that is available to
Australian growers.
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Planting a new block can be a lot easier choice because no
production is lost. However, whether it’s to replace an existing u
www.apal.org.au
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u

block or to start anew, the best planting system will need to
be decided upon first. Over 10 years the Australian pome
fruit sector has been exposed to many new and exciting
planting systems that have been promoted throughout the
Futures Orchards® program. Most can be modified/adapted
to suit any grower. Planting a new system that can lead to
increased production when compared to older planting systems
can be very motivating to young and old growers alike, so
don’t overlook the opportunity to create a bit of excitement
with your new development.
It can be difficult to know how price will play out in the future
for varieties, especially once you have committed to a variety
and it has been planted. The good news is that if the correct
planting system and rootstocks are chosen, a poor performing
variety that does not meet your early expectations can quickly
be reworked over to another variety by grafting. There are
some very good grafting results being achieved throughout
Australia and production levels of 80 per cent and more can
be achieved within a very short time frame (four years is quite
common). Down time when the block is out of production can
be very short if the correct training system is chosen and the
proper grafting rules adhered to.

www.apal.org.au

Kanzi® is a relatively new club variety in Australia that is
performing well.

Putting up with the wrong planting/training system and the
wrong rootstock can be a lot harder and more costly to fix
than choosing the wrong variety. A poor variety that doesn’t
meet your initial expectations (for whatever reason) can
quickly be turned around. The biggest mistake often is not
making a variety choice and staying with commodity varieties
that are coming under more and more price pressure as
u
production increases.
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Australia has plenty of new apple and pear varieties
Australia has 33 apples and four pear varieties listed on APAL’s variety register
available for commercial production. A further 13 apple and four pear varieties are
near commercial production. This bodes well for the Australian grower. Approximately
50 per cent of these varieties are known as ‘club varieties’. Club varieties are not
open to all growers to plant and growers have to apply to the manager of the club
to be allowed to plant them.
When the club variety concept was first touted in Australia, we spoke with many
growers and shared our experiences in that not all club varieties make it and not all
clubs are equal. Club varieties can be quite different between clubs and a thorough
due diligence exercise is required by growers before signing up. However, it is
often better to be in the club than outside wishing you were in.
At the International Fruit Tree Association conference held in Tasmania in February
2007, the club variety concept was covered extensively. There are several key factors
that make a club standout from the others:

Jazz™ apples have performed well as a club
variety in Australia, managed by Montague.

1. It must be well funded so that all the pre-planting research and development is
done; have its market and storage criteria evaluated to get the best storage results;
and have a grower handbook on how to grow the variety. Establishing a market
can be very costly in the early years while production volumes are limited. This
requires plenty of funding and successful clubs do this well. The variety should
start how it intends to finish.
u

Fresh Face at Drape Net

“

Ross Caltabiano has joined the Drape Net team.

A third generation orchardist like myself, Ross brings onboard a wealth
of knowledge and a keenness to learn.
He has hit the ground running as he knows Drape Net inside out. His role
in Drape Net will be just like me helping customers with quotes, deliveries,
training general advice on Drape Net.
We want to improve our service to our valued customers and show potential
customers why Drape Net can really deliver a better pack out.
Although there was no major hail events last season, Drape Net customers
are still reporting much better pack outs with less sunburn, wind rub, codling
moth and better water retention… Drape Net numbers are stacking up
without hail!

”

Michael Cunial

Drape Net is offering a 5% discount to all customers who order and
pay the 50% deposit on all our product range by the 1st of June.
Prices held at last year’s price.

Please contact Ingrid in the office, Ross or Michael to arrange a quote.

CONTACT
MICHAEL CUNIAL | m: 0415 663 413
e: mcunial@bigpond.com
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ROSS CALTABIANO | m: 0409 169 520
e: ross@drapenet.com
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“

The biggest mistake often is not

making a variety choice and staying
with commodity varieties that are

coming under more and more price
pressure as production increases.

Rockit™ is a new small apple with novel packaging to enhance
presentation and consumer appeal, marketed by Lenswood Apples.

2. It should have the attributes that make it stand out from
the pack, especially from the varieties it is trying to replace.
These attributes can be improved colour, size, taste, texture,
production, storage life, etc.
3. The club must be disciplined to maintain quality standards,
especially if price premiums are to be maintained. Long
term plans such as the area to be released for planting
adhered to so that supply doesn’t overtake demand and
drive prices lower.
4. It needs a strong promoter/leader. Successful new varieties
generally have to replace other established varieties on the
supermarket shelf. For this to happen, strong leadership
and management is required to manoeuvre the new variety
into that space.
Interestingly most supermarkets around the world would
generally stock only five varieties at any one time. With
the advent of club varieties, the opportunity now exists for
supermarkets to sign up a club variety solely for their retail
stores. If the variety has distinguishing attributes that make
it attractive to consumers, then this relationship can be very
profitable for the grower, club owner and supermarket.
Non-club varieties still have their place but because controls
on production aren’t applicable, these varieties can quickly
become over produced and therefore face price pressure
sooner than a well-managed club variety.

Location
Not all varieties are suited to all production in all growing regions.
Grower skill and execution can have a significant impact on
a variety’s success, especially in different climatic growing
regions. Growers intending to plant a new variety must carry
out a thorough due diligence plan first. Start by asking what
information can the owner/promoter provide. Nurseries can also
provide information that may help. The Australian Pome Fruit
Improvement Program (APFIP) also has many new varieties
growing around the different regions that can provide good
information on how a variety might perform near you. Talk
to other growers who have experience with the variety.
If you’re the first grower in your region with a new variety, it
pays to start with a small test planting of maybe 20 trees to
www.apal.org.au

”

see how it grows before increasing your investment into larger
scale plantings. Usually test trees in small quantities become
available early on in a new variety’s life and can easily be
incorporated into new plantings. Talk regularly to your nursery
and you may find yourself at the front of the queue.

If you are serious about staying in the industry, be prepared
to try some new varieties. Your lessons on a small scale could
make or save you a lot of money later on. Besides, a new
variety can quickly be grafted to existing rootstock so don’t
get too hung up on making a mistake early on. However, if you
keep making this mistake, stop and seek advice from someone
whom you respect and has a suitable track record.
Australian growers are well placed to be able to choose some
of the best varieties available anywhere in the world. It’s up
to you to undertake a thorough due diligence and once satisfied,
be prepared to act. Remember, there are few certainties in life
so don’t be a spectator or the opportunity might pass you by.
The Future Orchards walks in June will attempt to debate new
variety options for each of Australia’s growing region. Come
along to hear the debate. :afg

Apple and pear variety register
For a full listing of all the new apple and pear
varieties in development and commercially available
in Australia see the updated Apple and Pear Variety
Register 2017 published in Australian Fruitgrower
Feb/Mar 2017 edition and available online at
www.apal.org.au/apple-pear-variety-register-2017/.
Acknowledgement
This article was produced as part of the Future Orchards® program
funded by Horticulture Innovation Australia Ltd using the research
and development apple and pear levy and funds from the Australian
Government. It is delivered by AgFirst and APAL.

About the author: Steve Spark, Horticultural
Consultant, AgFirst, New Zealand
t: +64 274 372 344 | e: sspark@agfirst.co.nz
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Post-harvest quality:

slowing down the ‘ticking clock’
By Alistair Lawson
Nutrition, fruit maturity and climatic conditions are among the pre-harvest factors which can have
an impact on the quality of apples post-harvest, according to Dr Hannah James, AgroFresh Research
and Development Manager Australia/New Zealand.
Hannah says the process of getting an apple from the orchard
through to the consumers’ hands should be thought of as a
journey by all in the supply chain including growers, transporters,
packhouse employees and wholesalers.
“There are a lot of different things that can happen on this
journey which all have different impacts on the quality of the
fruit, and it comes down to what happens pre-harvest just as
much as what happens post-harvest,” she says.

“Eventually we will have a nice piece of fruit which will be
harvested and transported,” she says.
“The more times you move and bump a piece of fruit will
further change the respiration of the fruit. Respiration is all
the energy that fruit has got. It’s like a ticking clock and if
you can slow that ticking down, that piece of fruit is going
to last longer.

“When the fruit is picked that is the best it’s going to be, so
it’s a matter of how we can maintain that quality for as long
as we can.”

“When we take that apple off the tree it’s still a living, breathing
thing and we want to keep it that way, but we just want to
slow down that ticking so we can keep it in the best quality
we can for as long as we can.”

The journey of an apple

Post-harvest practices such as drenching, pre-sizing and storage
also play a role in the quality of the fruit.

The journey of an apple starts with flowering, which is followed
by fruitlets. During the course of this period there will most
likely be some applications of crop protection products.
Permanent or temporary netting will change the environment
of where the fruit is growing. How and when irrigation is applied
and whether or not the fruit gets sunburnt are also factors for
growers to consider when thinking about post-harvest quality.
These factors, Hannah says, all play a role in post-harvest quality.

“Drenches may have fungicides, calcium or DPA in them, all
of which in their own right or in combination can have an impact
on the post-harvest quality of the apple,” Hannah says.
“A pre-sizer can have benefits for growers in terms of
inventory management and reducing some sorting, but there
can also be some negative impacts. There are sanitisers and
soaps in there, water and water temperature which can all
impact on lenticels and lenticel quality.
“We can also get some issues from pre-sizing when that fruit
comes out of storage months and months later.”
Storage type and duration and how the fruit is packed will
also affect its quality.
“They will all have different impacts on quality,” Hannah says.
“Then the fruit will be transported somewhere either on a
truck or a boat.
“What we think is going on in that shipping container isn’t
necessarily what is actually happening in the shipping container
in terms of how the temperature is managed and how the
fruit quality is coming out the other end.

AgroFresh’s Dr Hannah James says the process of getting an
apple from the orchard through to the consumers’ hands should
be thought of as a journey by all in the supply chain.
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“At the end of the day this fruit is then going to go to a
consumer but the journey doesn’t even end there. You have
the distribution centre behind the supermarket, then the
consumer buys the fruit and they could have it for a week
or two before they consume it.
“There is no doubt that we are going on a very long journey
with this piece of fruit.”
www.apal.org.au
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The nutrition factor
There are a number of different minerals in fruit which have
different functions and their ratios to each other can have
significant outcomes in how that piece of fruit is going to store,
as well as the disorders which might develop in storage.
Hannah says boron is a particularly important element as it
relates to cell stability and is linked to internal browning.
“Calcium is another important element as it very important
for cell wall strength,” she says.
“It is linked to some internal browning, very much linked to
storability and very much linked to bitter pit.
“But getting that calcium onto the plant and where it needs
to be is a challenge because applying it doesn’t mean it gets
to where it needs to be.
“We have seen examples of calcium deficiency in Pink Lady®
apples where the higher the levels of calcium were, the
lower the incidence of browning was. That is not an atypical
relationship we expect to see with calcium.”
Hannah says young trees are generally lower in calcium and
generally the only way that can be managed is to wait for the
tree to get older.

Early-maturing fruit may be better equipped to store longer, but it
will have less sugars and less flavour.

Low cropping trees also generally have lower calcium and
managing the crop load and making sure it is under control is
going to help ensure the mineral content of the fruit has the
right balance for optimum post-harvest quality.
Water availability will also help with calcium levels in the fruit
u
as calcium is moved through transpiration.
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“If there is no irrigation and no water moving, you’re not
going to have calcium moving through the plant into the fruit,”
Hannah says. “Irrigation, especially early when calcium is mobile,
is incredibly important.
“Hot weather will shut down transpiration of a tree and will
therefore slow calcium uptake.

“That piece of fruit is never going to catch up to a lot of those
flavour characteristics that it would have had if it stayed on
the tree for longer,” Hannah says. “Early maturity will usually
mean less blush, because it comes off the tree sooner and
doesn’t have the time to develop the blush.
“There is also the risk of superficial scald and external carbon
dioxide injury. Those disorders are impacted by harvest maturity.”

“Some of these things we can’t do anything about, but being
aware of when they might happen can help us to have some
understanding of how the fruit might behave once it goes
into storage.”

Commercial maturity, or fruit that is just prior to climacteric
and between two to four on the starch scale, carries the
lowest risk of developing disorders post-harvest.

Phosphorus is another important element because, like
calcium, fruit with higher levels of phosphorus tends to
have less instance of disorders.

Late maturity fruit – post-climacteric with a score of above
four for starch – will carry an increased risk of developing
senescent disorders.

Harvest maturity

“Fruit can’t always be harvested at commercial maturity
because growers may be waiting for a blush or some other
market quality and therefore might be forced into having fruit
of a late maturity going into storage,” Hannah says.

While early-maturing fruit – or fruit that is pre-climacteric
with little or no ethylene production and less than two on the
starch scale – may be better equipped to store longer, it will
have less sugars and therefore less flavour when it is
eventually consumed.

“It’s about knowing how to manage that and knowing if the
piece of fruit is going to have less storability so decisions can
be made as to when that piece of fruit is marketed.
“Once that fruit comes out of storage there can be some
pretty significant impacts on the firmness of the fruit with
every delay in harvest maturity.”
One of the biggest challenges facing growers is how to
measure harvest maturity.
Ethylene is a good indicator of physiological maturity of apples
but requires chromatography, which is expensive and has to
be done through a laboratory.
However, Hannah says there are continuing developments in
the area of chromatography which should see it become
portable, cheaper and easier to use.
“Genomics is another area where there are some new tools
being developed which can measure gene changes associated
with cell wall softening or other ethylene systems,” she says.
“It’s a good tool but it takes some time. It’s not something
where we can go out in the orchard and get instant feedback
because it takes a couple of days.
“There is also some experimentation happening with DA
metres where you do get some instant feedback, but it doesn’t
necessarily relate to starch or ethylene in the way we want it
to and we definitely need regional variations.
“It isn’t something you can take out of the box and use, it
needs to be calibrated for particular conditions.”
While measuring starch is an easy and cheap way to gauge
maturity which usually correlates to ethylene, there are some
challenges because there is not always such a correlation.

Calcium is linked to internal browning, storability and bitter pit. Water
availability helps with calcium levels in fruit because calcium is moved
through transpiration.
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Hannah says the success of all these techniques depends on
the sample size and collection.
u
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How the fruit is handled in the packing shed as well as the type of storage both affect fruit quality.

“If you’ve got someone skilled going out to the orchard and
picking the right things, you can get a nice uniform measurement,
but if you just take a random sample of 50 pieces of fruit then
you’re going to get a number that doesn’t necessarily make
sense for what you’re trying to do,” she says.
“Starch can be disassociated from ethylene due to stress. If
you have a stress event, such as a hot spell, ethylene can go
up which can start some starch degradation but starch doesn’t
require that ethylene to continue to be there.

“When we talk about the late season, or the last 60 days
before harvest, cool temperatures can delay maturity and as
the grower waits and leaves the apple on the tree to try and
get colour, the risk of chilling injury can increase,” Hannah says.
“Warm temperatures late in the season mean we don’t get
that diurnal temperature shift. Sometimes if we have warm
nights and if we get hot enough temperatures maturation can
stop altogether.

“After that stress event the ethylene will come back down
but the starch will continue with its degradation.

“When we look at the whole season, warm temperatures are
related to superficial scald, which is something we see in fruit
from the Goulburn Valley in Victoria.

“In this instance, we can get growers measuring starch which
looks like it is static and okay to harvest, but there are quality
changes happening within the fruit.”

“In regions with cool temperatures over the whole season
there are links to internal browning disorders.”

Climatic conditions
Cool temperatures early in the season – the first 50 days after
flowering – can increase cell division and lead to fruit with a
higher density, which has been shown in research conducted
in New Zealand.
Hannah says fruit with higher density going into storage tends
to be more prone to carbon dioxide type disorders, such as
internal browning.
Warm temperatures early in the season can also be a challenge
as there is less cell division. Fruit with larger cells tends to
have less minerals and a lower shelf life.
www.apal.org.au

While there is nothing growers can do about climatic conditions,
Hannah says being aware of what is happening with the
climate can help to give some clues as to what may happen
to the fruit during storage.

More information
Dr Hannah James, AgroFresh: hjames@agrofresh.com

:afg

About the author: Alistair Lawson, Communication
Specialist, AgCommunicators
t: 08 8332 3277
e: alistair.lawson@agcommunicators.com.au
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Pears may need

50% less water
By Alison Barber
Water savings are just one of the productivity benefits expected to flow from an international
pear research collaboration underway at Tatura, in the Goulburn Valley, Victoria.
Early results of the jointly-funded Agriculture Victoria and
Victorian Endowment for Science, Knowledge and Innovation
(VESKI) sustainable agriculture fellowship program indicate
pear growers may be able to significantly improve water use
efficiency without loss of yield.
Visiting Italian plant physiologist and inaugural VESKI fellow
Luca Corelli Grappadelli, from the Department of Agricultural
Sciences, in Bologna, studied irrigation in pear orchards during
his fellowship.
He put three watering regimes to the test in the pear orchards:
the Agriculture Victoria recommended level (100 per cent),

half that (50 per cent) or fifty per cent above the recommended
level (150 per cent). The growth of individual ANP-0534 pears
on the trees under the different irrigation regimes was then
measured using specially-designed fruit gauges.
When irrigation rates were as low as half of what is
recommended there was very little drop off in fruit growth
for most of the season (during November and December). In
January and February this changed, but the extent of increased
supply of water needed by then is still being determined.
Under varying weather conditions encountered at the
experimental site with large changes in temperature and relative
humidity from one day to the next, fruit growth was altered
more or less in real time.
On warmer days, fruit shrank considerably during the warmer
part of the day, but recovered at night, so growth did not suffer
from the warm weather. However, growth was maintained even
during cooler, cloudier days, when less shrinkage/expansion
occurred. Researchers will be looking to see if accounting for
lower demand for days of cooler weather might lead to the
possibility to save irrigation water.
Luca said although any final conclusions would have to
wait until post-harvest testing of fruit quality and storage
performance was completed, the results would give growers
a much clearer understanding of how fruit growth responded
to weather conditions.
Fruit is now in storage and has been assessed for, and will
again be assessed later for, dry matter content, soluble solids
concentration (i.e. sweetness), flesh firmness, colour,
chlorophyll breakdown and eating acceptability.

“

…pear growers may be able to
significantly save water without
loss of yield.

Red-blushed ANP-0534 pears at the Horticulture Centre for
Excellence were the subject of research to identify ways to save
water without compromising quality (Photo: Agriculture Victoria).
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“

…it suggests growers
could afford to cut back
on irrigation and have
better quality.

Early results of research show pear growers may be able reduce irrigation in pear
orchards at certain times without compromising the volume or quality of their crop.

u

Gaining confidence
“Growers often don’t want to take the risk of applying less,”
said Luca. “This work will provide data that will give growers
confidence to put on less water on days when it’s not needed
by the fruit.
“It’s early days, but if the post-harvest study shows fruit
responds in the way expected and less water leads to more
soluble solids, at the very least it suggests growers could afford
to leave the drippers off a bit more and have better quality.”

”

“All this work will enable researchers to build up a very detailed
picture of how fruit yield and quality is impacted under various
water and weather regimes.”

As well as mapping growth versus water availability, Tatura
research scientist Dr Ian Goodwin provided data on water uptake
(transpiration) by the experimental trees, which complements
the data from fruit gauges in order to model how water uptake
u
and fruit yields responded to weather conditions.

Luca joined Agriculture Victoria researchers Bruce Tomkins,
Ian Goodwin, John Lopresti, Susanna Turpin, Mark O'Connell,
Dave Cornwall and Wendy Sessions.
Project leader Bruce Tomkins said the project enabled
the development and testing of new and emerging sensor
technologies in an effort to control pre- and post-harvest factors
that affect fruit yield and quality, particularly on fruit composition.
This research was carried out within the four-hectare Pear
Field Laboratory at Agriculture Victoria Tatura, a very efficient
research orchard with a variety of experiments underway, to
test the response of new red blush pear cultivars to a range
of practices including irrigation, tree density, canopy
management and rootstocks.
“It is anticipated the project will deliver more efficient pear
productions systems and will enable growers to produce fruit
that meets consumer expectations, thereby driving demand
in domestic and Asian markets,” Bruce said.
Luca said that although simple, the pear irrigation experiment
was the most technologically intensive project he had ever
taken part in with thousands of data points collected daily.
“Recording rate of fruit growth and sap flow through the
tree every 15 minutes for six months of the growing cycle
is no small feat – and that does not include measurements
of photosynthesis, average ‘traditional’ (e.g. by callipers) fruit
and shoot growth, water potentials and quality attributes of
fruit,” he said.

www.apal.org.au
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Introducing Australia’s only non-bruising harvest bucket bag. The Wallaby.
Foam lined, blow moulded bucket, support harness, top fill – bottom release.
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A lot of light may not be good for pear trees if it causes leaf burn and
photodamage to the leaves.

Is there such a thing as too much light?
A high tech fluorometer/InfraRed Gas Analyzer was used
to measure photosynthesis and chlorophyll fluorescence in
pears in the orchard to assess how energy conversion in the
chloroplast is affected by high light levels.

“We are trying to isolate the difference between growth on
a hot day and on a cloudy day,” Luca said. “We look at water
uptake and fruit gauge measurements and overlay environmental
factors such as potential evapotranspiration (calculated from
weather data) to see how much water the plant loses and
how much it puts to growth.
“If shrinkage is not the driver of growth, it may mean we can
use less water.”
Conversely, researchers will be able to tell whether mild,
temporary (as in during certain hours of the day) water
stresses may increase carbohydrate accumulation, thus
improving quality.

“In Italy, we cut water use in apples by 55 per cent after
realising a lot of light may not be good (e.g. for leaf burn and
photodamage to the leaves), therefore resorting to shading to
make canopies more water- and energy-efficient,” Luca said.
“Under high light, leaves undergo damage not unlike the way
we sunburn. They are adept at protecting themselves and can
repair damage very rapidly, so fast we can’t see it in nature,
but a lot of a good thing (light) may result in damage to the
chlorophylls that ultimately causes reduced yields.
“We think that energy spent on repair and the decreased
photosynthesis combines to reduce photosynthesis by up to
10 per cent a day. Is there a lot of wisdom exposing all the
leaves to maximum light?
“By shading the trees, we can reduce the damage and at the
same time reduce water use. If we could increase efficiency by
10 per cent we could make growers more sustainable, but there
are no models for that, it needs to be tested and confirmed in
new environments. Where better than in Australia.
“Growers train trees to intercept maximum light. The Tatura
V trellis is already very efficient. There is 25 per cent more
light here than I have ever seen anywhere else in the world
due to less ozone, clearer skies and the fact the air is drier.
“The question is, when we are already intercepting high light
should we go for more?”
Luca said it was too early to tell what the results of the
photosynthesis experiments indicated.
“It may be that the photosynthesis rates are not so high,” he
said. “That might make sense due to damage but it could be
due to other factors.
“Yields are there. We need to see harvest data – if it comes
in with high yields and low fruit size, maybe we should
have thinned more. If yield and size have not decreased,
photosynthesis may be down, but low vegetative vigour may
mean that more carbon goes into fruit and production is safe.”

A team effort
Luca paid tribute to the high quality and design of the Tatura
Pear Field Laboratory.
“It was an important component that this experimental
orchard was available,” he said. “It is extremely well
designed. If we didn’t have an orchard at this stage, I couldn’t
have come out and done this experiment.”
u
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He said technology had made it so much easier to measure
and understand the mechanics of fruit growth and how it was
coupled to environment and water.
“In the short term there are things we would like to do like
correct the crop load,” he said. “A little down the line we would
hope to be looking at fruit growth velocity in grams/minute
measured at 15 minute intervals to understand how fast fruit
is growing on a daily basis.
“If we can manage irrigation on fruit performance we would
bring a new paradigm to fruit growing, which is currently relying
on measurement of allied parameters (i.e. soil moisture; stem
water potentials) to deduce how well or poorly the tree is
irrigated and consequently the fruit should be growing.” :afg

Results of the research may give growers a much clearer understanding
of how pear fruit growth responds to weather conditions.

Alison Barber, Communications and Industry Engagement Officer, APAL | t: (03) 9329 3511 | e: abarber@apal.org.au

Profile: Luca Corelli-Grappadelli
Prof Luca CorelliGrappadelli is a plant
physiologist from the
University of Bologna,
in the north of Italy, who
has spent the past three
decades specialising in
the ecophysiology of
fruit trees, instrument/
sensor design and
development, and
precision management
of fruit crops.
From a family of fruit growers himself, he said he was keen
to “give growers a better weapon to allow them to stay in
the market”.
Having visited Tatura and sent several of his PhD students
to work in research stations worldwide, he had welcomed
the opportunity to participate in the VESKI international
fellowship program.

photosynthesis. If true, there is the opportunity to test
ideas in a new environment.”
He said one of the most interesting “unexpected” things
he learned while at Tatura was the management of water
issues in an advanced society.
“Water rights, water markets, diversions are all new to me.
I thought the issues we face in the Emilia Romagna region
where I live were complex already, but they do not come
even close,” he said.
There is only one comparable irrigation project delivering
water at 245 megalitres per hour, but growers can receive
this water at very low costs.
Orchard operations tend to be much smaller in Italy
than in Australia. Italian growers do almost everything by
themselves or with the help of family members, and most
belong to co-operative packing houses that sort, store, sell
and ship the fruit.

“Tatura is famous in the world,” he said. “I have known
their work for a long time and there have been links between
us for a long time.

The emphasis for these farmers is firmly on increasing
efficiency. Yields per hectare are often lower than is reported
as average in Victoria (e.g. 70 t/ha for Pink Lady®), but fruit
size must be larger (at least 75 mm for Pink Lady and Golden
Delicious, but 80 for Fuji and Modi™) to be saleable.

“My personal interests are in the environmental conditions
which are very similar to Italy and in the light conditions,
which are more extreme than home. This may be a place
where excessive light levels lead to extensive photo
damage of the chloroplasts, causing reductions in

There is a different business model for these farmers, as
they have a smaller production potential (due to smaller
acreage), therefore a very strong emphasis on increasing
the efficiency of the whole operation. This creates interesting
conditions for researchers as well.

www.apal.org.au
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International apple and
pear research update

R&D

Compiled by Dr Gordon Brown

Research snippets are sourced from abstracts of published scientific papers collated in the CAB direct database. To get the abstract related to
any snippet please contact Gordon Brown on gordon@scientifichorticulture.com.au or 03 6239 6411.

Production
Leaf heat

Australia: The optimal
temperature for photosynthesis
in apple leaves is between
25 and 30°C.

More light, more yield
New Zealand: Current
efficient orchards intercept
65% of light and yield 100
tonnes, if light interception
is increased to 90% then a
theoretical yield of 180 tonnes
should be achievable.

ASE – light interception
New Zealand: Heavy artificial
spur extinction (ASE) of Gala
trees caused them to intercept
less light after bud break but
4% more in the mature canopy
during the growing season.

Fertigation reduces
colour
Australia: The use of
fertigation in apples during
the growing season reduces
fruit background colour.

Injecting iron
China: Injecting apple tree
trunks with iron is more
effective than foliar application
or soil fertilizer for correcting
foliar iron chlorosis.

2,400 trees optimal
Poland: Over a 13 year period
low density apple trees were
prone to biennial bearing and
very high density trees had
a low cumulative yield with
optimal density at 2,400
trees per hectare.
34

Breeding
and nursery
Timing grafting

New Zealand: Using graft
wood with floral buds
reduced final tree weight
by 30% while grafting at
the end of August instead
of early August reduced final
tree weight by 20%.

Flowering
and fruit set
ASE in Kalei apples

Australia: Artificial spur
extinction (ASE) improved
fruit set and fruit size in
Kalei apples compared to
conventional fruit thinning
methods.

Important plant
hormones
India: Giberellins applied to
pear trees on three occasions
at 15 day intervals from petal
fall increased harvested fruit
size while the application of
brassinosteroid improved fruit
sugars and reduced acidity.

Prime pear pollen
Serbia: The germination and
subsequent growth of pear
pollen was optimal at 16 to
25°C but poor at 8°C.

Enhancing bud break
Brazil: A new compound,
Syncron, which is relatively safe
to apply and environmentally
friendly is as effective as
Dormex at enhancing bud
break in apple trees.
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Technology

Drone estimate nitrogen
Australia: A drone fitted with
a multispectral camera capable
of measuring apple canopy
chlorophyll concentration has
potential for estimation of
leaf nitrogen levels.

Mechanical thinning
Germany: To mechanically
thin a low flower density to
optimal levels in the Elstar
tree requires a string rotation
of 247 compared to 306 rpm
for trees with excessive
flowers. A system to sense
and automatically adjust the
string rotation speed has
been developed.

Cost effective towed
platforms
Croatia: The cost of operating
a self-propelled harvesting
machine, including
depreciation, was 0.9 EUR/kg
while the cost of a towed
harvesting platform was 0.14
EUR/kg making the towed
platform more cost effective.

Pests and
diseases

Black spot resistance

Poland: Apple orchard
surveys have identified
several locations where
black spot has overcome the
resistance genes in resistant
cultivars and these lines of
black spot are resistant to
10 additional resistance
genes in apple.

Decaying apple roots
Italy: When dead apple roots
decay they produce a phenolic
compound, phlorizin, which
may be involved in apple
replant disease as it inhibits
new apple tree growth.

Apple replant disease
China: A study of freshly
replanted apple soils revealed
three phenolic acids, phlorizin,
benzoic acid and vanillic
aldehyde which may have a
role in apple replant disease.

New disease of apples
USA: A survey of apple trees
in Pennsylvania has identified
that Candidatus Phytoplasma
pruni can infect apple trees
leading to clumped small
leaves and abnormally
small fruit.

Post-harvest
Musical pears

China: Using the harmonic
frequencies of pears shows
potential for measuring pear
texture.

Sun stops scald
Argentina: Superficial
scald during apple storage
is inhibited on sun exposed
sections of the fruit which
have high levels of antioxidants.
Sun scald is a problem on
these sections of the fruit.

Delaying rot in pears
Portugal: Propolis has been
shown to be effective at
delaying fungal rot of stored
pear fruit.
www.apal.org.au
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Calcium and bitter pit

CA maintains aroma

Spain: Soil application of
calcium was not very effective
against bitter pit development
during storage while foliar
sprays were modestly
effective and postharvest
dips were the most effective.

Brazil: Dynamic controlled
atmosphere storage of Gala
apples suppresses ethylene
production and respiration
rate without reducing the
production of aroma compounds.

Granny Smith in CA

Pear ripening after
storage

South Africa: Granny
Smith apples stored under
a dynamic controlled
atmosphere system can be
reliably shipped at -0.5°C for
6 weeks, but not 10 weeks,
before marketing.

Detecting bruises

USA: Bartlett pears dipped
in 500 µg L-1 liquid 1-MCP
after harvest provided a
more consistently effective
treatment than the current
gaseous treatment and
allowed for pear ripening
after storage.

China: A method of detecting
recent small bruises has been
developed using the optical
properties of the fruit alone.

QUESTION 1:

QUESTION 4:

(True or False):
Arsenic is naturally present in
water, air, food (including fruits)
and soil in two forms – organic
and inorganic. If ingested, the
organic form of arsenic passes
through the body quickly and
is essentially harmless.

From which of these fruit’s
seeds can oil be extracted
for use in cosmetics?

Unlike pears, apples float in
water. How much of an apple’s
mass is air?
A: 10%.
B: 15%.
C: 25%.
D: 35%..

Apple pulp benefits

Residue management
Poland: Difenoconazole, for
powdery mildew and black
spot control on apples
destined for baby food
production should not be
applied within 3 months of
harvest to ensure residues
are below 0.01mg/kg.

Italy: Apple pulp produces
higher quantities of triterpenic acids when in culture
than on the tree amplifying
the production of important
secondary metabolites that
exert beneficial effects on
human health.

Testing for residues
China: Pesticide residues
in fruit skin can be collected
for analysis using a swab
method to non- destructively
sample fruit.

Up online
Visit APAL’s website to
find the links to original
research papers
www.apal.org.au/
category/rd

Crossword

Greg’s Quiz

QUESTION 2:

Health and
food safety

A: Peach.
B: Cherry.
C: Pomegranate.
D: Black Current.

QUESTION 5:
Growing deciduous fruits
in proliferation, the region
of Balochistan is in which
country?

1
2

3

4
5

6
7

A: India.
B: Pakistan.
C: Kazakhstan.
D: Bhutan.

QUESTION 3:

ACROSS

According to the Dead Sea
scrolls, which fruit was
deemed to have satanic
power?

2. This town’s apple co-op has a new investor

www.apal.org.au

7. Sanitisers used to wash apples may affect this trait
ANSWERS:
Q 1 – True.
Q 2 – C: 25%.
Q 3 – D: Cherries
(specifically the seed).
Q 4 – All of them.
Q 5 – B: Pakistan.

A: Apple.
B: Pears.
C: Peaches.
D: Cherries

5. Topic of study for $10,000 scholars

DOWN
1. Australian brand manager of Jazz™
3. Guest speaker at recent Future Orchards walks (4,5)
4. Pear growers could apply less of this without
affecting fruit quality
6. More support flows to protect this pollinator
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“Ready to throw in
the towel?”

“No way.
0»TZ[PSSÄNO[PUNÄ[¹

Keep your apples and
pears in knock-out shape
Luna® Sensation offers exceptional in-field
control of problematic fungal diseases like
powdery mildew and black spot, as well as
suppression of alternaria. Its unique chemistry
is designed to extend the vitality of apples and
pears with the aim of increasing their shelf-life.
That can make them a more appealing buy
right down the line.
Find out more from lunasensation.com.au

Bayer CropScience Pty Ltd ABN 87 000 226 022. Level 1, 8 Redfern Road Hawthorn East VIC 3123, Australia. crop.bayer.com.au
Technical Enquiries: 1800 804 479 enquires.australia@bayer.com. Luna® is a Registered Trademark of the Bayer Group.

